Building Single-page Web Apps with Meteor

Meteor is the best JavaScript platform on the Web that allows you to build real-time web applications quickly and easily and in pure JavaScript. It comes with a full build process that takes care of everything, from development to production, with no need for configuration. This book takes you from the installation of Meteor to building a fully working web blog (including backend) to create and edit posts.

You will start with the basic concepts and folder structure of a Meteor project, learning how Meteor templates work. Learn how to retrieve and send data to the server and manipulate the database content. Routing will later make your example app look and behave like a real website. Next, you’ll get to grips with Meteor’s reactivity concept that can rerun functions when data changes while you’re building your own reactive object, and package it later for drop-in use. After your app is ready, the book continues with ways of deploying your app on different types of servers. Finally, we will take a look at testing packages and the application itself.

Who this book is written for
If you are a web developer with basic knowledge of JavaScript and want to take on Web 2.0, build real-time applications, or simply want to write a complete application using only JavaScript and HTML/CSS, this is the book for you.

This book is based on Meteor 1.0.

What you will learn from this book
- Create reactive templates that update themselves when data changes
- Use database queries on the client and the server to retrieve, sort, and manipulate datasets
- Understand data synchronization using a publication/subcription model and make API calls a thing of the past
- Discover how you can secure your data flow on the server side to keep confidential data secret
- Add routing to a single-page application and make it appear like a real website
- Build your own advanced reactive objects and make everything rerun when you want
- Make your own Meteor packages and learn how to make them public
- Unit test your packages and Meteor applications
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Building Single-page Web Apps with Meteor

Thank you for buying this book. You made a great choice for a new step in frontend and JavaScript technology. The Meteor framework is not just another library that aims to make things easier. It is a complete solution for a web server, client logic, and templates. Additionally, it contains a complete build process, which will make working for the Web by chunks faster. Thanks to Meteor, linking your scripts and styles is a thing of the past, as the automatic build process takes care of everything for you. Surely, this is a big change, but you will soon love it, as it makes extending your app as fast as creating a new file.

Meteor aims to create single-page applications where real time is the default. It takes care of the data synchronization and updating of the DOM. If data changes, your screen will be updated. These two basic concepts make up a lot of the work we do as web developers, and with Meteor this happens without any extra line of code.

In my opinion, Meteor is a complete game changer in modern web development. It introduces the following patterns as defaults:

- Fat clients: All of the logic resides on the client. HTML is only sent on the initial page load
- JavaScript and the same API are used on both the client and the server
- Real time: Data synchronizes automatically to all clients
- A "database everywhere" approach, allowing database queries on the client side
- Publish/subscribe patterns for web server communication as the default

Once you have used all these new concepts, it is hard to go back to the old way of doing things where so much time goes only into preparing the app's structure while linking files or wrapping them into Require.js modules, writing endpoints, and writing code to request and send data back and forth.

While reading this book, you will be introduced step by step to these concepts and how they connect together. We will build a blog, with the backend to edit posts. A blog is a good example, as it uses listings of posts, different routes for each post, and an admin interface to add new posts, providing all we need to fully understand Meteor.

What This Book Covers

*Chapter 1, Getting Started with Meteor*, describes the necessary steps to install and run Meteor, while also going into details about the folder structure of a Meteor project and, in particular, the Meteor project we will build.
Chapter 2, Building HTML Templates, shows how reactive templates are built using handlebars such as syntax and how simple it is to display data in them.

Chapter 3, Storing Data and Handling Collections, covers database usage on the server and the client sides.

Chapter 4, Controlling the Data Flow, gives an introduction to Meteor's publication/subscription pattern, which is used to synchronize data between the server and the clients.

Chapter 5, Making Our App Versatile with Routing, teaches us how to set up routes and make our app behave and feel like a real website.

Chapter 6, Keeping States with Sessions, discusses the reactive Session object and how it can be used.

Chapter 7, Users and Permissions, describes the creation of users and how the login process works. At this time, we'll create the backend part for our blog.

Chapter 8, Security with the Allow and Deny Rules, covers how the data flow can be limited to certain users to prevent everybody from making changes to our database.

Chapter 9, Advanced Reactivity, shows how we can build our own custom reactive object that can rerun a function based on a time interval.

Chapter 10, Deploying Our App, covers how to deploy the app using Meteor's own deploy service and also on your own infrastructure.

Chapter 11, Building Our Own Package, describes how to write a package and publicize it on Atmosphere for everybody to use.

Chapter 12, Testing in Meteor, shows how packages can be tested using Meteor's own tinytest package, as well as using third-party tools to test the Meteor application itself.

Appendix, contains a list of Meteor commands as well as iron:router hooks and their descriptions.
Making Our App Versatile with Routing

Since we've made it to this chapter, we should already have a good understanding of Meteor's template system and how data synchronization between a server and clients works. After digesting this knowledge, let's get back to the fun part and make our blog a real website with different pages.

You might ask, "What do pages do in a single-page app?" The term "single page" is a bit confusing, as it doesn't mean that our app consists of only one page. It's rather a term derived from the current way of doing things, as there is only one page sent down from the server. After that, all the routing and paging happens in the browser. There aren't any pages requested from the server itself anymore. A better term here would be "client-side web application," though single page is the current used name.

In this chapter, we will cover the following topics:

• Writing routes for our static and dynamic pages
• Changing subscriptions based on routes
• Changing the title of the website for each page

So let's not waste time and get started by adding the iron:router package.

If you've jumped right into the chapter and want to follow the examples, download the previous chapter's code examples from either the book's web page at https://www.packtpub.com/books/content/support/17713 or from the GitHub repository at https://github.com/frozeman/book-building-single-page-web-apps-with-meteor/tree/chapter4.

These code examples will also contain all the style files, so we don't have to worry about adding CSS code along the way.
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Adding the iron:router package
Routes are the URLs of a specific page in our app. In a server-side-rendered app, routes are defined either by the server's/framework's configuration or the folder structure on the server.

In a client-side app, routes are simply paths that the app will use to determine which pages to render.

The steps to perform inside the client are as follows:

1. The website is sent down to the client.
2. The JavaScript file (or files) is loaded and parsed.
3. The router code will check which current URL it is on and run the correct route function, which will then render the right templates.

To use routes in our app, we will make use of the iron:router package, a router specifically written for Meteor, which makes it easy to set up routes and combine them with subscriptions.

4. To add the package, we cancel any running Meteor instance, go to our my-meteor-blog folder, and type the following command:

   ```
   $ meteor add iron:router
   ```

5. If we are done with this, we can start Meteor again by running the $ meteor command.

When we go back to the console of our browser, we will see an error saying: Error: Oh no! No route found for path: "/". Don't worry; we will deal with this in the next section.

Setting up the router
In order to use the router, we need to set it up. To keep our code organized, we will create a file called routes.js directly in the root of our my-meteor-blog folder with the following code:

```javascript
Router.configure({
    layoutTemplate: 'layout'
});
```
Chapter 5

The router configuration allows you to define the following default templates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>layoutTemplate</td>
<td>The layout template will be used as the main wrapper. Here, subtemplates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>will be rendered in the {{&gt; yield}} placeholder, which has to be placed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>somewhere in the template.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notFoundTemplate</td>
<td>This template will be rendered if the current URL has no defined route.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loadingTemplate</td>
<td>This template will be shown when subscriptions for the current route are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>loading.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For our blog, we will just define the layoutTemplate property for now.

Perform the following steps to set up the router:

1. To create our first route, we need to add the following lines of code to the route.js file:

```javascript
Router.map(function() {

    this.route('Home', {
        path: '/',
        template: 'home'
    });

});
```

You can also name the Home route as home (in lowercase). Then we can leave the manual template definition out, as iron:router will look automatically for a template called home for that route.

For simplicity, we define the template manually to keep all routes consistent throughout the book.

2. If we now save this file and get back to our browser, we will see the layout template rendered twice. This happens not because iron:router adds layoutTemplate by default to the body of our app, but because we added it manually as well as by using {{> layout}} in index.html, it gets rendered twice.

To prevent the double appearance of the layout template, we need to remove the {{> layout}} helper from the <body> tag inside our index.html file.

When we check out the browser, we will now see the layout template rendered only once.
Switching to a layout template

Even though we passed a template to our Home route using template: home, we are not rendering this template dynamically; we are just showing the layout template with its hardcoded subtemplates.

To change this, we need to replace the {{> home}} inclusion helper inside our layout template with {{> yield}}.

The {{> yield}} helper is a placeholder helper provided by iron:router, where route templates get rendered.

After doing this, when we check out the browser, we shouldn't see any change, as we are still rendering the home template, but this time dynamically. Then we proceed as follows:

1. In order to see whether this is true, we will add a not found template to our app, by adding the following template to our layout.html file after the layout template:

```html
<template name="notFound">
  <div class="center">
    <h1>Nothing here</h1><br>
    <h2>You hit a page which doesn't exist!</h2>
  </div>
</template>
```

2. Now we need to add the notFoundTemplate property to the Router. configure() function of route.js:

```javascript
Router.configure({
  layoutTemplate: 'layout',
  notFoundTemplate: 'notFound'
});
```
When we now navigate to `http://localhost:3000/doesntexist` in our browser, we will see the `notFound` template being rendered instead of our `home` template:

![Web page with error message](image)

If we click on the **Home** link in the main menu, we will get back to our front page, as this link was navigating to "/". We have successfully added our first route. Now let's move on to create the second route.

## Adding another route

Having a front page doesn't make a real website. Let's add a link to our **About** page, which has been in our drawer since *Chapter 2, Building HTML Templates*.

To do this, just duplicate the `Home` route and change the values to create an `About` route, as follows:

```javascript
Router.map(function() {

  this.route('Home', {
    path: '/
    template: 'home'
  });
```

```javascript
```
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```javascript
this.route('About', {
  path: '/about',
  template: 'about'
});
```

That's it!

Now, when we go back to our browser, we can click on the two links in the main menu to switch between our **Home** and **About** pages, and even typing in `http://localhost:3000/about` will bring us straight to the corresponding page, as shown in the following screenshot:

![My Meteor Single Page App](image)

Moving the posts subscription to the Home route

In order to load the right data for each page, we need to have the subscription in the routes instead of keeping it in the separate `subscriptions.js` file.

The `iron:router` has a special function called `subscriptions()`, which is ideal for that purpose. Using this function, we can reactively update subscriptions belonging to a specific route.
To see it in action, add the `subscriptions()` function to our `Home` route:

```javascript
this.route('Home', {
  path: '/',
  template: 'home',
  subscriptions: function(){
    return Meteor.subscribe('lazyload-posts', Session.
      get('lazyloadLimit'));
  }
});
```

The `Session.setDefault('lazyloadLimit', 2)` line from the `subscriptions.js` file needs to be placed at the start of the `routes.js` file and before the `Router.configure()` function:

```javascript
if(Meteor.isClient) {
  Session.setDefault('lazyloadLimit', 2);
}
```

This has to wrapped inside the `if(Meteor.isClient){}` condition, as the session object is only available on the client.

The `subscriptions()` function is reactive like the `Tracker.autorun()` function we used before. This means it will rerun and change the subscription when the `lazyloadLimit` session variable changes.

In order to see it working, we need to delete the `my-meteor-blog/client/subscriptions.js` file, so there are not two points where we subscribe to the same publication.

When we now check the browser and refresh the page, we will see the `home` template still shows all the example posts. Clicking on the lazy-load button increases the number of posts listed, though this time everything happens through our reactive `subscriptions()` function.

The `iron:router` comes with more hooks, which you can find as a short list in the `Appendix`.

To complete our routes, we only need to add the post routes, so we can click on a post and read it in full detail.
Setting up the post route
To be able to show a full post page, we need to create a post template, which can be loaded when the user clicks on a post.

We create a file called post.html inside our my-meteor-blog/client/templates folder with the following template code:

```html
<template name="post">
  <h1>{{title}}</h1>
  <h2>{{description}}</h2>

  <small>
    Posted {{formatTime timeCreated "fromNow"}} by {{author}}
  </small>

  <div class="postContent">
    {{#markdown}}
    {{text}}
    {{/markdown}}
  </div>
</template>
```

This simple template displays all the information of a blog post and even reuses our {{formatTime}} helper we created earlier in this book from our template-helper.js file. We used this to format at the time the post was created.

We can't see this template yet, as we first have to create a publication and route for this page.

Creating a single-post publication
In order to show the full post's data in this template, we need to create another publication that will send the complete post document to the client.

To do so, we open our my-meteor-blog/server/publication.js file and add the following publication:

```javascript
Meteor.publish("single-post", function(slug) {
  return Posts.find({slug: slug});
});
```

The slug parameter, which has been used here, will be later provided from our subscription method so that we can use the slug parameter to reference the correct post.
A slug is a document title, which is formatted in a way that is usable in a URL. Slugs are better than just appending the document ID to the URL, as they are readable and understandable by visitors. They are also an important part of a good SEO.

So that we can use slugs, every slug has to be unique. We will take care of that when we create the posts.

Assuming that we pass the right slug such as my-first-entry, this publication will send down the post containing this slug.

**Adding the post route**

In order for this route to work, it needs to be dynamic because every linked URL has to be different for each post.

We will also render a loading template until the post is loaded. To start, we add the following template to our my-meteor-blog/client/templates/layout.html:

```html
<template name="loading">
  <div class="center">
    <h1>Loading</h1>
  </div>
</template>
```

Additionally, we have to add this template as the default loading template to our Router.configure() call in the routes.js:

```javascript
Router.configure({
  layoutTemplate: 'layout',
  notFoundTemplate: 'notFound',
  loadingTemplate: 'loading',
  ...
});
```

We then add the following lines of code to our Router.map() function to create a dynamic route:

```javascript
this.route('Post', {
  path: '/posts/:slug',
  template: 'post',

  waitOn: function() {
    return Meteor.subscribe('single-post', this.params.slug);
  },
},
```
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```
    data: function() {
        return Posts.findOne({slug: this.params.slug});
    }
});
```

The ‘/posts/:slug‘ path is a dynamic route, where :slug can be anything and will be passed to the routes functions as this.params.slug. This way we can simply pass the given slug to the single-post subscription and retrieve the correct document for the post matching this slug.

The waitOn() function works like the subscriptions() function, though will automatically render loadingTemplate, we set in the Router.configure() until the subscriptions are ready.

The data() function in this route will set the data context of the post template. We basically look in our local database for a post containing the given slug from the URL.

```
[11]
The findOne() method of the Posts collection works like find(), but returns only the first found result as a JavaScript object.
```

Let's sum up what happens here:

1. The route gets called (through a clicked link or by reloading of the page).
2. The waitOn() function will then subscribe to the right post identified by the given slug parameter, which is a part of the URL.
3. Because of the waitOn() function, the loadingTemplate will be rendered until the subscription is ready. Since this will happen very fast on our local machine, so we probably won't see the loading template at all.
4. As soon as the subscription is synced, the template gets rendered.
5. The data() function will then rerun, setting the data context of the template to the current post document.

Now that the publication and the route are ready, we can simply navigate to http://localhost:3000/posts/my-first-entry and we should see the post template appear.
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Linking the posts
Although we've set up the route and subscription, we can't see it work, as we need the right links to the posts. As each of our previously added example posts already contains a slug property, we just have to add them to the links to our posts in the postInList template. Open the my-meteor-blog/client/templates/postInList.html file and change the link as follows:

```html
<h2><a href="posts/{{slug}}">{{title}}</a></h2>
```

Finally, when we go to our browser and click on the title of a blog post, we get redirected to a page that shows the full post entry, like the entry shown in the following screenshot:

![My Meteor Single Page App](image)

My Fifth entry

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr.

Posted a day ago by John Doe

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. At vero eos et accusam et justo duo dolores et ea rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea takimata sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. At vero eos et accusam et justo duo dolores et ea rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea takimata sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.
Changing the website's title

Now that we have the routes of our posts working, we are only missing the right titles being displayed for each page.

Sadly, `<head></head>` is not a reactive template in Meteor, where we could let Meteor do the work of changing titles and meta tags.

> It is planned to make the `head` tag a reactive template, but probably not before version 1.0.

To change the document title, we need to come up with a different way of changing it, based on the current route.

Luckily, `iron:router` has the `onAfterAction()` function, which can also be used in the `Router.configure()` function to run before every route. In this function, we have access to the data context of the current route, so we can simply set the title using native JavaScript:

```javascript
Router.configure({
  layoutTemplate: 'layout',
  notFoundTemplate: 'notFound',

  onAfterAction: function() {
    var data = Posts.findOne({slug: this.params.slug});
    if(_.isObject(data) && !_.isArray(data))
      document.title = 'My Meteor Blog - ' + data.title;
    else
      document.title = 'My Meteor Blog - ' + this.route.getName();
  }
});
```

Using `Posts.findOne({slug: this.params.slug})`, we get the current post of the route. We then check whether it's an object; if so, we add the post title to the `title` metatag. Otherwise, we just take the route name.

Doing this in `Router.configure()` will call the `onAfterAction` for every route.
If we now take a look at our browser's tab, we will see that the title of our website changes when we move throughout the website:

![My Meteor Single Page App](image)

If we want to make our blog cooler, we can add the mrt:iron-router-progress package. This will add a progress bar at the top of our pages when changing routes. We just need to run the following command from our app's folder:

```
$ meteor add mrt:iron-router-progress
```

### Summary

That's it! Our app is now a fully working website with different pages and URLs.

In this chapter, we learned how to set up static and dynamic routes. We moved our subscriptions to the routes so that they change automatically, based on the route's needs. We also used slugs to subscribe to the right posts and displayed them in the post template. Finally, we changed our website's title so that it matches the current route.

To learn more about iron:router, take a look at its documentation at https://github.com/EventedMind/iron-router.

You can find this chapter's code examples either at https://www.packtpub.com/books/content/support/17713 or on GitHub at https://github.com/frozeman/book-building-single-page-web-apps-with-meteor/tree/chapter5.

In the next chapter, we will take a deeper look at Meteor's session object.
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